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E S SAY 8;c.

r is remarked by Sir William Jones, in bis elegant Disser-
tation on the Orthography of Asiatick Words, that "every man,
who bas occasion to compose tracts on Asiatick literature, or to
translate from the Asiatick languages, must always find it conve-
nient and sometimes necessary, to express Arabian, Indian, and
Persian words or sentences, in the characters generally used
among Europeans; and almost every writer in those circumstan.
ces has a method of notation peculiar to himself: But none has
yet appeared in the form of a complete system, so that each ori-
ginal sound may be rendered invariably by one appropriate sym-
bol, conformably to the natural order of articulation, and with a
(lue regard to the primitive power of the Roman alphabet, which
modern Europe bas in general adopted." This accomplished

scholar then adds-that " a want of attention to this object bas
occasioned great confusion in History and Geography ;" and "that
the ancient Greeks, who made a voluntary sacrifice of truth to
the delicacy of their ears, appear to have altered by design al-
most all the orient:l names, which they introduced into their ele-
gant, but romantick histories ; and even their more modern Geo-

graphers, who were too vain, perhaps, of their own language to
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learn any other, have so strangely disguised the proper appella-

tions of countries, cities, and rivers in Asia, that, without the

guidance of the sagAcious and indefigable M. JI.dnrille, it

would have been as troublesome to follow Alexander through the

Panjàb on the Ptolemaick map of IgathodSmon, as actually to

travel over the same country in its present state of rudeness and

disorder.">*

The inconveniences and confusion, which are here so strik.

ingly described in the case of the .isiatick langunes, are now

beginnin; to be experienced by writers upon the Languag;es

and History of the Indian nations of America. In this latter

case, however, we are relieved from one embarrassment, which

is felt in the case of the Asiatick tongues ; for in those, as

there is already a written character, and an establisbed alpha-

betic arrangement of the elementary sounds, which does not in

eVery instance correspond with the order of our Roman alpha.

bet, we experience a constant struggle .in the mind. when we

attempt to write Asiatick words in our letters, arising from that

natural'deire which we feel to represent each Asiatick character

by one of our own, which occupies the -ame place in the alphabet-

ic list. But in the languages of the âmerican Indians, we have

only to ascertain, in the first place, every elementary sound, aud

then arrange the letters, by which we may choose to represent those

sounds, in the order of our own alphabet.

Until within a few years past, indeed, these neglected dia-

lects, like the devoted race of men, who have spoken them for so

many ages, ahd vho have been stripped of almost every fragment of

Dissert.tion on the Orthography of \iaick words in R,>m;.n letters; in Sir W. Jones's

Works, vol. i. p. 175, 4to edit. ;and 1:i the sati c Research i, vl. i. P. 1.
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their paternal inheritance except their language, have incurred

only the contempt of the people of Europe and their descend-

ants on this continent; all of whom, with less justice than is

commonly supposed, have proudly boasted of the superiority

of their own more cultivated languages as well as more civilized

manners. But, at length, in consequence of the impulse origin-

ally given by the Empress Catherine of Russia, and subsequent-

ly by the illustrious Adelung, Vater, and other German literati,

whose indefatigable diligence and zeal will not suffer the remot-

est corner of the globe nor the most uninviting department of bu-
man knowledge to remain unexplored, we are beginning to in-

quire into the history and character of our degraded fellow-men
of this continent, and to investigate the wonderful structure of

their various dialects ; whicb, indeed, to the philosophical inquir-

er, will now perhaps be found to be the most curious and interest-

ing of all the languages of man.*

r My learned friend, Mr. Du Ponceau, first directed my attention to theé

fact here stated respecting the Empress Catherine ; and I am indebted to hiin for

the perusal of that interesting account of the eminent services rendered to lite-
rature by this extroardinary princess, entitled 6 Catherinens der Grossen- Ver-
dienste um die Vergleichende Sprachenkunde :" which may be rendered, The

leri!s of Catherine the Great in promoting the Comparative Science of Lan-
guJages. This work was published at St. Petersburg in the year 1815, by the
Hon. Frederick Adelung, whom Mr. Du Ponceau, in his Report on the Indian
Languages (p. xix) states to be " the nephew and worthy successor of the great
Adelung," and " not inferior to his predecessor." The volume contains a par-
ticular account of the extensive plan of the Empress, and the measures taken by
her to obtain vocabularies of all the languages iii the world. She directed her
Secretary of State to write to the powers of Europe, Asia, and America; and
application was accordingly made to President Washington for our Indian lan-
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The first fruits of these inquiries in, the United States have

been the able and philosophical iivestigations of Mr. Du Ponceau,

guages several specinuens of which were accordingly furnished. But Phat will

most surprise the ieader will be, to Icarn that tic -mpress herself actually began

the labour of this comparison of languages. in a letter to the celebrated Zim-

nerman, dated May 9, 1785, she says-" Your letter drew ne from the retire-

nient in which I had kept myself for alimost nine morths, and which it was diffi-

cult for ne to relinquish. You will harlly suspect what I was employed about

in my solitude. I made a list of between two and three hundred radical words

of the Russian language, and had thei traislated into every tongue and jargon

that I could hear of; the number of which already exceeds two hundred. Every

day I took one of these words and wrote it down in ail the languages I had been

able to collect. I grew tired of this hobby, as soon as the book upon Soli-

tude was read through. But as I felt some regret at committing te the flaimes

my great mass of papers, and the long hull, which i occupied in my hermitage,

was quite warm enough, I requested Professor PALLAS to attend me, and after a

full confession of this sin of mine, it was agreed between us that these transla-

tions should be printed, and thus made of some use to those persons, who might be

willing to occupy themselves with the idle labours of others. We are now only

waiting, with that view, for some specinens of the dialects of Eastern Siberia.

hViether the reader shall or shall not find in the work, striking facts of various

kinds, will depend upon the feelings with which lie enters upon the subject, and

is a matter of httle concern to me."-p. 40. Professor Pallas accordingly in-

forned the public of Her Majesty's intentions ; stating (among other things)

that '. she lhad lerself made a selection of such words as were the most essential,

and generally in use even arong the best civilhzed nations......In that selec-

tion the preference was given to substantives and adjectives of the first necessity,

and which are common to the mnst barbarous of languages, or which serve to

trace the progress of agriculture or of any arts or elementary knowledge from one

people to another. The pronouns, adverbs, and some verbs and nuumerals, whose

great utilitv in the comparison of languages is acknowledged, were alo admitted

iîto the collection, in order to render this Glossary mure complete and more in.

structive.'
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and the interesting work of his experienced and worthy fellow-la.
bourer, the Rev. Mr. Heckewelder. These publications alone,
which are too well known to need a more particular notice in this
place, abundantly show, what a vast field is now opening to those
who wish to search into the philosophy of languag-e, and to study

man tbrough the medium of his noblest and peculiar faculty of

speech; and, at the same time that they do honour to our country,

they will be read by the scholars of Europe, especially the learned

Germans, with all that avidity which the characters of their authors

ivill naturally excite. For ny own part, I acknowledge, that they

have occasioned my taking a deeper interest in this apparently

dry and barren subject, than I could bave believed to be possible

in any one, however devoted lie miglit be to philological pursuits;

and I have, in consequence, been for a time allured from old and

favourite studies, to which I had intended to allot the whole of

that little leisure which I could spare from the dties of my pro-
* fession.

At the very commencement of my inquiries, however, I found

my progress impeded by a capricious and ever varying orthogra-
phy of the Indian languages, not only among the writers of dif-

ferent nations, but even among those of the same country. I have,

therefore, while examining words in one Indian dialect with a
view to comparing them with those of another, been obliged to

employ much time in first settling the spelling of a wrritten word,
in order to ascertain the sound of the spoken word; when I ought
to have found nothing more to be necessary than to make the com-

parison, which I happened to have in view, between words wiose
sounds should have presented themselves upon the first inspection
of their written characters. But with the present irregular mode
ot writing Indian îvords, unless a reader is conversant with the
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several languages of the authors, whose remarks upon the Indian

dialects may fail within his observation (which remarks too are

often rendered still further unintelligible by being read in a trans-

lation) lie will be very likely to imagine, that the words of a sin-

gle dialect, as he sees themi written by a German, a Frenchman,

or an Englishman, belong to languages as widely different as

those of his several authors. When, for example, a mere Eng-

lish reader finds the familiar names of the Creeks and the Choc-

tairs, the Wabash and the Washita, with many others, disguised

by the French writers under the strange garb of Kriques, and

Tchactas, Ouabache and Ouachita, &c.; and, among the German

- authors, the letters G, J, T, and Z used to express sounds which

we should denote by C, Y, D, and TS, as in the words Gana'ta

for Canada, Japewi for Yapewi, N'mizi for Nmeetsee, with in-

numerable others ; (to say nothing of the totally different sounds

from ours usually given by foreign writers to all the vowrls of the

Roman alphabet'-when a mere English reader, I say, finds the

very same words thus variously written, he will at first view sup-

pose that they are the names and languages of so many different

tribes of Indians.*

* In addition to these national differences of orthography, the Rev. Mr.

leckewelder (in reply to Mr. Du Ponceau's inquiries respecting the orthography

of the German writers) mentions a very singular reason for the irregularities ob.

servable in their use of the letters c. g, and k " Sometimes (says he) the letters

c and g are used in vriting the Deiaware language instead of k, to shew that this

consonant is not pronounced too hard ; but, in general, c and g have been used as

substitutes for k, because our printers had not a sufficient supply of typesfor

that character." Correspondence of Ifeckewelder and Du Ponceau, p. 382. The

state of our country at the present day is such, that this will no longer be an apol-

ogy for the irregularity in question. It may be added, as Mr. Du Ponceau justly

remarks in a letter to me, that " a German ear, unless very delicate, dues not

ordinarily discriminate between k or c liard, and g, between p and b, nor between

d and t. To a German only would it have occurred, to substitute g for k."

£1C
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The perplexity I felt from this uncertainty in our Indian or-
thography, which so mucli increases the labour of studies that
are in themselves sufficiently dry aud forbidding to most persons,
led me to consider more particularly than I had ever before done,-
the expediency of adopting a uniform orthography for the Indian,
as well as other languages, which have no established written
characters ; and I now beg leave to submit to the Academy the
few reflections which have occurred to me on this subject. Im-
perfect and little interesting as the remarks may be, they will
be received, I have no doubt, with all that candour to which
they may be entitled.* They will have produced some good, if they
should stimulate any of my countrymen, who have more leisure
and more favourable opportunities than fall to my lot, to pursue the
inquiry ; an inquiry, which, while it promotes the common cause
of learning, is peculiarly within the province of American schol-
ars, and will richly reward us in the honour we sh'all acquire with
the learned of Europe ; who, it should be remembered, have a
right to expect from us, and are eagerly looking for every species
of information respecting this continent.

Nor will discussions relative to the languages of the American.
Indians be among the least interesting which we can offer to Euro-
peans, or the least important in themselves. For, if the origin of
the population of this Continent is, as all admit, a most interest-
ing and important question ; and if we can more successfully ar-
rive at the solution of it, by tracing the progress of the various
nations of men over different regions of the globe, through the

Those, who are acquainted with Mr. Du Ponceau's Essav on ,End-lish Pho-
nology (and ni scholar in our country is ignorant of that valuable publication)
will perceive, that the present paper is only an application of the general princi-
ples which are there stated, to the class of the Indian Languages.
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Medium of their languiages, than in any other manner (whicih

every day's experience renders more and more probable); then

it is tndeniable, that a careful inquiry into the languages of a

people, who were formerly the possessors of one entire hemi-

sphere, is a subject of great moment to the inhabitants of the old

as well as the new world. Aud, as naturalists are now investi.

ating the structure and history of the globe itself, by collecting

fragments of the component parts, from the summits of its moun-

tains to the depths of its seas, so we must study the constitution

and history of its possessor, man, by collecting specimens of him,

especially of bis distinguishing characteristick, language, from the

most remote and barbarous, as well as the most refined portions

of the race ; specimens, which, indeed, with our present limited

knowledge, seem to be dispersed over the earth in as extraordina.
ry a manner, and in situations where we should as little expect to

find thiem, as the fragments of animal and vegetable nature whicb we
meet vith in the reces>es of the earth. For, as we find the pro.

ductions of the ocean upon the heights of our mountains, so we

discover, for example, fragments of the remote Asiatick languages

imbedded, if I may use the expression, in those of the most dis.
tant extremities of Europe; as of the Sanscrit in the Russian*
and other western tongues; and sometimes we find an entire

language spoken by a small body of people in the midst of vari-

ous others, yet totally distinct in all respects (so far as we are yet

informed) from the languages by which it is thus surrounded; as ira
the case of the Basque language in Spain, which, as philologista

inform us, lias no perceptible affinity with any of the neighbouring
European tongues.†

Rapports entre la an;ue Sanse:it et a langue Russe. Petersburg, 1811.et nC<i.DUP l nimlnlarlz .XXX
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But, in order that we may successfully penetrate into this

unexplored region of lauguages as barbarous and foreign to our
modes of thinking, as the manners of the uncivilized people wlio
use them, it is indispensable that we should adopt every practi-
cable expedient to render our progress easy and pleasant. Now
nothing is more clearly necessary at the very beginning, than
some common and systematic method of writing them ; whether
our object is, to enable the Icarned of other countries and our
own to study and compare the numerous varicties of human
speech with all that exactness, which is essential to accurate and
useful results, or whether we conifue ourselves to the more prac.
tical purpose of possessing the means of communication with the
various tribes on our borders, either with a view to the common
concerns of life or the diffusion of the principles of our religion
among them ; and any investigation, which is so intimately con.
nected as this with results of such importance, will not be
thought unworthy of the attention of our countrymen. Nor will
they, i trust, need further incitement to prosecute any inquiries
whateverminute as they may at first view appear, to whieh men
of so much distinction in the literary world, as Count Volney
among the French and the incomparable Sir William Jones
among the English, have given importance and dignity by their
laborious and learned researches.*

• Count Volney's elaborate work, entitled L'Alfabet Européen appli7ué aux

Langues Jsiatiques, 8vo. pp. 2-- (for the use of which I have been indebted to

Mr. Du Ponceau since this paper wvas first communicated to the Academy) was

published at Paris in 1819. The Dissertation of Sir William Jones, which I have
already quoted, is well known to every scholar.

a>
pOD
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As various nations of Europe have already published and will

continue to publish books respecting the American Indians and

their languages, either with a view to the information of the
learned or to the propagation of the Christian religion, it is ex-
tremely desirable, that such a common orthography as I have
nentioned should be adopted. This would enable foreigners to
use our books without difficulty, and, on the other hand, make
theirs easy of access to us ; and it would also enable the mis-
sionaries of our own and other countries (the benevolent Ger.
mans, for example, who have been so long engaged in this
duty) to cooperate with the more effect in the great object of their
common labours. So far too as the study of philology alone is
concerned, we should derive the important advantage of being
enabled to discover at once by the eye. etymologies and affinities
in the Indian dialects, which with our present orthography are
only discernible by the ear.

Now what are called voreel sounds constitute an important
part of the Indian, as well as other languages. Iu English
each of the vowels, according to its place in a word, may repre-
sent sounds, which are totally different from each other ; and, on
the other hand, we often represent one single sound by very dif-
ferent vowels, either taken by themselves or in combination with
other letters. Our first vowel a, for example, is commonly sid to
have no less than four distinct powers, which are exemplifled in
the words, fali, far. fat, fate ; and therefore, if we should meet
with the like number of Indian words, in which this vowel was
under the same combinations as in these English examples, we
should naturally pronounce this single letter a (which ought to
be the representative of only one sound) in four different ways.
This change of power in the vowels, it is well known, does not

I

Ilà-
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take place in the languages of the continental nations of Europe;
but all those nations (I speak in general terms, without noticing

the common distinctions of acute, grave, and circumflex accents,

and other slight modifications of the fundamental sounds) preserve

what may be called, in a general view of the subject, a uniform

pronunciation of the vowels ; a pronunciation, which is generally

supposed to have been handed down to our own times, in con-
junction with the letters themselves, from the Romans. I have

always thought, therefore, that it would be best to adopt as the
basis of our Indian orthography, what we call theforeign sounds
of all the vowels; that is, the sounds which are usually given to
them by those European nations, with whom we have much inter-
course by books or otherwise, and who, like ourselves, use the
Roman alphabet id their own languages. I speak with these
limitations, because wy object is merely practical; and, for all

practical purposes, it will for some time to come be best to confine
our views to the family of nations I have here mentioned, and
to adopt an orthography, which, though it may not be philosoph-

ically exact, shall be attended with the least embarrassment to

them and ourselves in the common use of it. We can hereafter

either modify that orthography, or adopt a new one, as our ex.
tended intercourse with other families of nations may be found

to require.
In conformity with this view of the subject, the general pro-

nunciation of the vowels will be as follows:

a as in father
e as in there
i as in machine (or like ee)
o as in note
uL as in rule

y as in you (or like ee.)
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Our letter ie mav also be advantageously employed, instead of

the single u, at the beginning of certain syllables which we

should otherwise write with oo; for, if the combination oo should

happen to precede or follow a single o, thus oo-o or o-oo (for rco

or ore) it makes a very awkward and inconvenient orthography;
and if the 09 should precede or follow another combination of the
same kind, tlius oo-oo (for ire) the inconvenience is still more
palpable. Our venerable Eliot, whose memory will ever be
revered by scholars as well as by the frieuds of religion. both in
his Indian Grammar and bis Translation of the Bible, used a

character composed of two o 's closcly united thue ( m) resembling
the figure 8 laid horizontally. This character answers extremely
well; but as the simple a or ir would always supply its place,
and as both of these are familiar to the different nations of
Europe, I have thought we might dispe'nse with the character
devised by Eliot. The Jesuit missionaries formerly taught their
converts to denote this sound by the Greek character v; and this
is accordingly used throurbout Father Rale's MS. Dictionary

of the Norridgwoc k, or rather Abnaki, language, now preserved
in the Lihrary of our University in Cambridge. But, for the
reasons before mentioned, 1 think that neither this nor Eliot's
character will he found necessary.*

Such, I have observed, should be the ba8is of our Indian
orthography. Any modifications of these fundamental sounds,
whicli may be discovered in the different Indian languages, may
be indicated by some diacritical marks placed above or below the
letter which is employed to denute the fundamental or principal

sound. For this purpose I should choqse, if practicable, to adopt
some other marks than the common sigus of accent and quantity;

' See an account of this valuable MS. in the Apptendix to the present paper.
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because these signs have been so long employed to denote the

usual, though vague distinctions of grave, acute and circumJlex

accents, and long and short syllables, that they would perpetu-

ally mislead readers of evcry nation ; besides, it may be found

useful to reserve them, to be placed over those syllables which in

English we call accented, in order to denote that part of a word,

upon which the greatest force, or stress of the voice falls in pro-

nunciation.*

The elegant scholar, with whose remarks I have introduced

this subject, and from whose well-considered opinions no man

should dissent without great hesitation, after observing. that " our

English alphabet and orthography are disgracefully and almost

ridiculously imperfect," recommends, for the purpose of denoting

modificatiuns of this kind, the adoption of "some of the marks

used in our treatises on fluxions ;" and accordingly in his notation

of Asiatick words, he makes use of either one, two, or three points

placed over the letters, thus, z, , z.† This notation bas the

Eliot employed two of the accents in the following manner: " ve use,"

says he, " onely two Accents, and but sometime. The acute (') to shew whicl
syllable is first produced in pronouncing of the word; which, if it he not attendei

to, no nation can understand their own language ; as appeareth by the wittv con-

ceit of the Tityre tu's: 6 produced with the accent is a regular distinction be-

twixt the first and second persons plural of the Suppositive Mode; as

Xaumog, if *e sec (as in Lg)

Naunióg, if ye sec (as i nVogue.)

The other accent is (') wlich I cal! nasal; and it is used only upon (ô) when

it is suunded in the nose, as oft it is ; or upon (à) for the like cause." Indian

Grammar, p. 3. These nasal sounds may be more conveniently designated in

the maner adopted in the Polish language, which wili be mentioned in a subse-
quent part of this paper.

t Dissertation, in Joneà' Works, vol. i. p. 186,
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manifest advantage of great simplicity; but on the other hand it

should be considered, that these points are extremely subject to
being wholly overlooked or confounded with cach other both in
1%writiug and printing ; and, in the science of mathematics, from
which the learned author borrows them, it is a well known fact,
that those treatises on fluxions, where this method is followed,

abound in errors beyond all comparison more than those, in which
the French notation by letters instead of points is adopted.*
For this reason, therefore, marks of that kind should be used as
sparingiy as possible. We might, perhaps, conveniently enough
designate the modifled vowel by placing a small letter over it, as
is done in the German language, where, for example, the vowel
a, (which commonly has a sound like ah in English) if it has a
small e over it (A) takes a sound like a in fate; and the vowel o
with a small e over it (e) loses its usual sound and takes one re-
sembling the French eu. It is true, that the Germans also use
two points (thus ä, ö,) to denote these modifications; but these
have been so long and so enerally employed in ancient and
modern languages as a diSresis, that it does not appear advisable
now to apply them to a new use. If points are employed at all,
it would be better to place them perpendicularly over the vowel
(thus a) and not horizontally. But perhaps the most intelligible
and least ambiguous notation would be found upon experiment to
be, such as is adopted in the pronouncing dictionaries of our own
language, that is, the common numerals ; instead, however, of
placing them over the letter, as is there done, it will be better to
place them under it; as the room above will be wanted for the

The learned De Sacy observes, too, that in Arabic the - (with two points)
and the - (with three) are often confounded in the Manuscripts. See bis Arab.
Gram. vol. i. p. 18-19.

1.?
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accents and marks of quantity. But, whatever mode is adopted,
an explanation should be given of it, by reference to one or more
of the European languages, in a Table or lCey, which ought, for
the present at least, to accompany all publications in the Indian
languages.*

There is, however, one class of sounds in some, if not in all
the Indian dialects, I mean the nasal sounds, for which it seems
absolutely necessary to introduce a new character; though it is
always extremely desirable to avoid having recourse to this dan-
gerous expedient in any alphabetic notation, which, like the
present, is intended for a practical system. In those European
languages with which we are most familiar, such nasal modifica-
tions are commonly denoted by subjoining certain consonants to
the vowels thus modified ; as n or m in the French language and
some others ; ug in the German and our own language. But
nothing would be gained by adopting this method for the Indian

In Pryce's Cornish Grammar and Vocabulary, published in the year 1790,
a different expedient from any above proposed is resorted to ; that is, turning the

letters upside down. Thus, the vowel A in its natural position is sounded as in

man, but when inverted (V) it is to be sounded as in fall. This method, which

does not seem to be a very eligible one, has been followed to a considerable ex-
tent in the TbVLVKI SQCLC CLV, or Cherokee Spelling Book, published by the

Rev. Mr. Butrick, (the respectable missionary among the Cherokees) and his

young assistant, Mr. D. Brown, who is one of that nation, and with whom I have
had opportunities of conversing upon the subjt ct of his language. I will here
remark, hy the way, as the name of this nation has been variously written, Che-

rokee, Cheerakee, Chelokee, &c. that Mr. Brown stated the true name to be,
(as we should write it in Enig!ish) Tuh-luh-kee', sounding the x as in but and

throwing thé accent upon the last syllable ; and so it is to be pronounced accord-

ing to the orthography used in the title of the Spelling Book above quoted. The

corruption of ts into tsh (or our ch) is very common in the attempts to write
Indian words.
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languages, in which we have it in our power to establisli a new
notation that shall be systematic. so far as may he consistent
wNithi convenieuce in practice; because, if we apply those conso.
nants, n, , or any others, which already have certain established

poNers in the alphabet, to this new use of indicating nasal

sounds, we shall then be obliged to affix to thein a sign of some
sort to point ont when they do not indicate such sounds ; or, in
other words, to show when they retain what we now call their
usual powers. In the Polish language these nasal vowels are
designated by the little mark, called in some of the foreign lan-
guages a cedilla, Which is placed under them thus, a e o u;
and Mr. Du Ponceau, to whom I am indebted for this and many
other valuable suggestions, observes in a letter to me, that no
other method has occurred to him, which would in practice be
found so convenient as this for the proposed Indian alphabet;

.an opinion, in whicli every man, who has weighed the various
difficulties in this case, will fully concur.* I will only add on
this part of the subject, that it will be found best in practice to

In printing-offices where types cannot at present be had for this purpose,
the nasal vowel may be printed as it is in Volney's work, p. 59, with an inverted
comnia subjoined to it, thus, ape'ig u. But as this may occasion a division

of the syllables of a word (which should be avoidel new types ought to be made
for the nasal vowels. In respect to the division of syllables I will here add a re-
Mark from one of Mr. Du Ponceau's letters to me: "The makers of Indian Vo-
cabularies are in the habit of dividing their syllabies, as in the Spelling Book. This
is awkward and inconvenient, and will be useless on the principle of the new
alphabet." This remark, occurring thus early, mav require a short explanation.
The method of diriding the syllables will become unnecessary, because in the
proposed alphabet every letter is to have a fixed and invariable sound, however
it mav be combined with others; and in spelling, every syllable, except final

Vs will end with a vowel.
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place these, and any other distinctive marks of this sort, under

the letters; because the room above, as I have before observed,

will be wanted for the marks of accent and quantity.*

DIPHTHONGS.

The mode of writing the diphthougs, which would naturally

follow that of the vowels, will need but a few remarks ; for, as

the diphthongs will be compounded of the several vowels whose

powers bave already been under consideration, -*edthose writers

Mr. Du Ponceau has suggested to me a method of indicating accent and

quantity, in a manner which is*at once simple and ingenious. He proposes, that

long accented syllables should be marked with the grave accent, and short ac-

cented ones with the acute. " Unaccented syllables," he adds, " need no mark,

being generally short." This method would be attended with no difficulty in

the application, were it not for the different ideas, which different persons may

affix to the terms long and short in this case. We say in English, for example,

that i in the word pine is long, but that in pin it is short. This, to an. Italian,

French, or other foreign scholar, would be an absurdity; because it would be equi-

valent to saying, that the sound of our word aye and of our letter e (for so they

would pronounce i in pine and i in pin) are the long and short of the same vocal

sound ; when too, as our own grammarians begin to admit, the letter i in the for-

mer case is a diphthong, and in the latter, a vowel. Yet, absurd as this appears, we

see it carried into our methods of instruction in Latin and Greek, as well as in

English. No person, however, who has given the least attention to those foreign

languages, which are the most legitimate descendants from the Latin (that is, the

Italian, Spanish and Portugueze) or in short, to any of the Continental languages

of Europe, will suppose for a moment, that the distinction of long and short in

the ancient languages was like the distinction which we make in English, in

in the case of the i and some other vowels. But this is not the place for discuss-

ing a subject, which will more properly belong to a communication on the Accents

of the Greek language, which I hope to make to the. Academy on a future oc-

casion.
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of the Intdian languages, who niay adopt the proposed orthogra-
phy of the vowels, vill find no) difficulty in combining these in such
a mannier as to constitute the required diphthongs. It may not,
however, be without use to observe, that there are ir some of the
Iadian dialects diplthoinal soinds, which we are accustomed to
denote in English by single letters. 1 have found, for example,
and much to my surprise, by conversation with the young Chero.
kee mentioied in a preceding note, that in the language of that
nation they have the diphthongal sound of the long i in our word
pine, and of the long u in our word pure; both of which are at
length admitted to lie diphthongs by some of our own gramma-
rians, as they have always been treated by the Contineital nations
of Europe, who generally denote the first of them by ai and the
other by iu or iou ; the sounds of which may be expressed in
English by ah-ee and ee-oo, pronouncing the, two parts of these

ords as closely together as possible.
To express these diphthongal souinds, therefore, which, like

the vowels, will probably in some dialecte be found to be more
close, and in others more open, we cannot do better than to adopt
the European aj and iw ; to which we may add yu, to be used at
the beginning of words, for the reasons which will be mentioned
in considering the combinations Li and Ly, under the letter L

We shall also want a character for the dipbthong which we
denote in English by ou in our, and o in nur, Rither of our
modes of writing this diphthong would be ambiguons to the
people of Europe; for they would in general pronounce both of
them like oo in English. Now those nations in their own lan-
guages would express this diphthong by au (except that the
French would write it aou); and as this orthograpby would
naturally follow from the sounds to be denoted by the two
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component vowels a and u, there seems to be every reason,

which practical convenience could suggest, for relinquishing our
own ou and ow, and adopting au in common with those nations.

It need hardly be observed here, that if it should be found
requisite in any Indian words, to mark very distinctly the separate
powers of the two component letters in the ai, ia and au, and
thus in effect dissolve the diphthong, it may be doue by means
of the common dioeresis.

CONSONANTS.

B.

The letter B may have the power which it generally has in
the European languages and in our own.

C.

The letter C may be entirely dispensed with, on account of its
very changeable power in the European languages, and because
its two most common sounds may be perfectly expressed by E
and by S. Our venerable Eliot says of it-" We lay by the
letter C, saving in CH, of which there is frequent use in the
langiage."* But, for the CH, it will be found advisable that we
shouid substitute another notation, which will be mentioned in
its place under the letter T.

D; DH ; DS or DZ; and DJ, DSH or DZH.

The letter D, when single, may have its usual power.
Bh may be conveniently used to denote what Walker calls in

English the fiat sound of th; that is, the sound which th has in

• Indian Gram. p. 2.
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our words this, that, &c. and for which our Saxon ancestors had

an appropriate character, but for want of which we should be

obliged to write the same wordls, dhis, dhat &c.*

Ds or Dz will probably be wanted in some cases,, to denote

thejiat sounds corresponding to ts; which last is very common

in the Indian languages (though often corrupted into our ch)

and is expressed by the German writers by a simple Z; a letter

which in their own language, as is well known, has the power of

ts or tz in English.

Dj, Dsh or Dzh may be employed to express the sound of

our J; which, for the reasons that will be given under that let-

ter, it seems necessary to reject from the proposed system of

orthography.

* Thefat sound of th. Nothing can be more unsettled and imperfect than

our technical language in Grammar and Rhetoric; and this circumstance has

much retarded the progress of accurate investigation in those two branches of our

studies. Su far as respects sounds, we cannot do better than to burrow terms
from ufasic, which is the Science of sounds; and I have accordingly used the

terms fat and sharp (or grare and acute) which 1 believe were first employed

systematically in Walker's Pronounciug Dictionary, to designate the two classes

of consonants often called mutes and semi-mutes, as b, d, r, and p, t, f, &c.

Mr. Du Ponceau observes, that this distinction may bc as good as any other;

but he suggests, whether that of inspirates and exspirates would not be preferable;

applying the former of these terms to the fiat consonants, and the latter to the

sharp ones; so iiat B will be called an inspirate, and P, an exspirate, &c. le

is of opinion that "in pronouncing these two classes of letters, the organ in the

une case expes the breath, and in the other draws it in.....The exspiration, in
t, th,f, p, &c. (he remarks) is clearly and strongly to be perceived ; the inspi-

ration in their correlatives, perhaps not quite so nuch. To nie it scems, that

when you sav th4nder, you push the air out, when you say that, you draw or
keep the air in as much as is postible in uttering a consonant."
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F.

The letter F, whenever it shall be wanted, will have its usual
power. But probably there will not be much use for it in many
of the Indian dialects; for Mr. Heckewelder observes of the
Delaware language, which is the basis of many others, that it
bas "no such consonants a.s the German w, or English v, F,
or r."*

G, GB, GS.

The letter G, whatever vowel may happen to follow it, should
invariably have the sound, which we call in English its hard
sound; and which it generally bas before a, o and u, in the
European languages as well as our own. This power of G is
commonly traced back no farther than the times of our Saxon
ancestors; but scholars have supposed, and upon no slight
grounils, that this was also its common sound, or a very near
approximation to its common sound among the Romans, when it
was followed by either of the vowels.

Gh may be used to denote the fiat guttural of the Irish,
which is the corresponding sound to the sharp guttural, or Ger-
man ch ; which last I should prefer designating by kh, as Sir
William Jones recommends in the Oriental languages, and as will
presently be more particularly considered under the letter R.

Gs will be wanted to denote the fat sound of x, in our word
example and other words of that form, where the letter X pre.
cedes the accented syllable; as ks will be wanted to express the
sharp sound which x has in our word exercise and in certain
others which have the Xin the accented syllable.

• Correspondence with Mr. Du Ponceau, p. 396. See also the N'ote on the
letter W in the present communication.
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H, HW.

Il, either wien single or in cambination with others, may

perform its usual office of an aspirate.

H will be wanted for the purpose of denoting the sound

Ihich in Englisli we now express by 2ch, as in irhat, wrhen, &c.,
though our Saxon ancestors used to put the h before the wr, and

wrote the same words hiræt, hiconne. The Swedes also (as

Mr. Du Ponceau remarks in one of bis letters to me) formerly

used hir and hit; but at the preseut day, they as well as the

Danes use hr.

J.

The use of the letter J is attended with more difficulty than

any of the precedin; consonants. A German or an Italian

would inevitably give it the sound of our y:* a Frenchman or a
Portugueze, that of ~h (or s in our word pleasure ;) while a

Spaniard would give it the strong guttural sound well known
in his laùguage. Under these circumstances, therefore, although
it is extremely desirable to have single lett, rs to represent single

sounds (as we generally denominate them) yet it appears to me
better on the whole to reject the letter J, and instead of it to
adopt a combination of letters, which shall be in analogy with the

common sound of our ch (tsh), which is the corresponding sharp
sound to that of J. As, therefore, i shall presently propose to de.
note our ch by tsh, so in the present case i would supply the place
of our J, by dsh or dzh; or, if it should be thought best, in a
practical alphabet, to sacrifice analogy to simplicity, we might

MIr. Heckewelder very judiciouslv employs the y instead of j, which Mr.

Zeisherger and the other German Niisionaries ahiys make use of. See his
Correspondence icith Mr. Du Ponceau, p. S33.
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express this sound by dj or dg, as the French conmouly do in

writing foreign words. . In the Malay Bible and Testament,
printed by the Dutch in 1733 (the latter of which was reprinted

by the English in 1818) the Dutch have adopted a character

compounded of D and Jclosely united thus, UJ, dj, which would

be preferable to dg; but in that case, again, if we strictly re-

garded analogy, we should express ch by tj, as the Dutch have

done in that work. This would be a little awkward to us and

not free from ambiguity ; as, for 'example, in the name of the

place where the English edition of this Malay Testament was

reprinted, and which is expressed conformably to the above

notation thus, Tjalsi, (to be sounded as if written Tjelsi) we

should not immediately discover the plain English name, Chelsea.

In the case of this, as well as other letters of the alphabet, it

will not be overlooked, that one advantage of having characters,
which shall be in analogy with each other, is, that they will im-

mediately point out to the eye many affinities, which under an

irregular orthography are discoverable only by the ear ;' and,
perhaps, in the present instance the character dj, which is less

cumbrous than dsh or dzh, will sufficiently resemble tsh to an-

swer that purpose.

K, KH, KS.

K, when single, may preserve its usual power, which is fa-

miliarly known to the European nations, though the letter itself
is not used in all their alphabets.

EKh may be used to denote the sharp guttural, which the
Germans express by ch and the Greeks by X; while the corres-

pondingfat guttural, as before observed, may be denoted by gh.
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The combination kh is to be preferred to ch, because the latter

would be ambiguous to Europeans in general, as well as to our-
selves: for though the Germans would give ch the intended

guttural sonnd, a Frenchman would pranounce it like our sh, and
we should ourselves be in doubt whether to pronounce it like tsh
or like k; while a Spaniard would give it the sound of tsh, and
an Italian, the common unaspirated sound of k.

Kes vill be necessary, to denote the sharp sound which x has

in the word erercise and many others.

L;: and LY or LI.

- The letter L, whether single or double, may retain its usual

power.
Ly or Li may be found useful, to express the liquid sound of

L. as it is called, which is heard in the foreign words seraglio,
intaglio, &c. and is observable in our English word steelyard
and some others; which, if we divide thus, stee-lfard, the last

syllable will give us this common foreign sound with the greatest
exactness. The French express the same sound by Il after i;
the Italians, by gl befure i; the Spaniards, by Il, and the Por.
tugueze, by Lh. But either ly or li will, I think, be attended
with fewer dificulties in practice, than any of the combinations
above mentioned, in a system of orthography which is to. be used
in common by several Europ-an nations and ourselves ; and
of these two, li and ly, we should ourselves in most cases,
especially at the beginning of a word, give the preference to
1y; though to foreigners, it would be a matter of indifference
which of them should be adopted. It may be thought indeed,
that there is no necessity for both of them ; and, strictly speaking,
perhaps. there is not any more than there is for retaining both of
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the single letters, i and y, among the vowels and diphthongs.
Yet we have ourselves been so much accustomed to the use of
y, instead of i, before the other vowels, and particularly in the

beginning of words and before the letter i itself, (where we could
nut without doing great violence to our habits employ the i,) that

it seems advisable to retain i and y, and for the like reasons, the
li and ly. This will also be in conformity with the actual prac-

tice of the German missionaries, who use both their i and their j
(which last is equivalent to our y) in writing Indian words.*

M.

The letter M will have its usual power, which is, practically

speaking, the same in the European languages in general.t

Perhaps it will not be found necessary to adopt any character to express

the liquid 1 (or 1 mouillée;) for Mr. Du Ponceau informs me, that he has not

yet met with this sound in any of the Indian languages examined by him. I

once thought of using the Spanish l for this sound; but upon Mr. Du Ponceau's

suggestion, that there might in some Indian words be occasion to express a full

and distinct sound of two 1 's following each other, as in the Italian words, bel-la,

stel-la, I abandoned it. In our own language we are not in general sensible of

any difference between two l's and one; but if we take a word in which the

second I is under the accent, as in illegal, illustrate, &c. or if we pronounce two

words together, the first of which ends, and the second begins, with l, us in full

length, well looking, &c. the diffèrence becomes more perceptible.

t The Portugueze final m and the French m and n, which are nasal (or the

signs of a nasal sound in the vowel annexed to then:) need not, in this gencral

view, be considered as exceptions.
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See note † on the preceding page.

t Mr. Du Ponceau tells me that this ligui n (or ny) is found in the Carib-
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N ;and NY or NI.

N may also retaiti its usual power, which (as was observed

in the case of .11) is the same in the European languages gen-
erally.*

NVg or .i may be wanted to express the sound of gn in the

foreign words bagnio, seignior, and whicb we hear in our words

convenient, minion, whinyard, the proper name Bunyan, &c.

The Spaniards, as is well known, have an appropriate letter for-

it in their alphabet, being an w with a mark over it, thus, ùi; the

Portugueze denote it by nh, and the Italians by gn. But for

similar reasons to those mentioned in the case of the ly, I think

we shall find wjn more convenient in practice than cither of these.†

P.

The letter P may have its usual power.

This letter may be entirely dispeused with; as its place may

be perfectly supplied by . Some vriters have used Q alone in

writing Indian words to express the sound of qu or qw; but kW
wou1d, I think, he far preferable in every point of view. If the

Q is preserved in any Indian alphabet, it may be applied to
desiguate some uncommon modification of its usual sound; and

such modification should'be indicated by some mark affBxed to
the letter.

-I.

Mai

soi.-7e
nie

p -W

ýj

oui'.
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R.

R may preserve its common sound, which is fundamentally
the same in the European languages, though uttered with very

different degrees of force, or rougliness, by different nations.

s, sH.
S should always have its common sibilant power, and never

be pronouiced like Z.
Sh will be wanted, and appears to me preferable to the com-

binations of letters now used by some European nations, to

denote that sound which we always express by sh, and which is

common to our own and many other languages in various parts

of the globe. The French express it hy ch, whicli we have re-

tained in the word chaise, and others borrowed from them.

But the use of ch, in the Indian languages, would' mislead

readers of different nations; for a German would pronounce ià

as a guttural (like kh), an Italian like k, a Spaniard like tsh,
&c. The Germans denote this sound of our sh by sch; which

combination, besides being incumbered with one more letter than

our sh, would indubitably mislead an Italian, and an Englisli-

man, and perhaps readers of some other nations; for an Italian

and an Englishman would pronounce sch like sk instead of sh.

JIt is, doubtless, in consequence of this ambiguity in the sch, that

we so often hear the name of that northern region, which is coin-

monly wvritten Kamtschatka, corruptly pronounced IKaam-skatka,
instead of Kan-tchatka, (or Kans-tchatka, as we ought to eal it,
if we wish to come as near to the Russian pronunciation as our
organs will permit, without an unnatural effort ;) for, as we bor-
row the orthogra phy of this nane from the Germans, through
vhose works we principally derive our information of that
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country and who write it Katfschatk-a, (with sch) we naturally

pronounce the letterding to the general anal ogy
of our own langnage.* Our sh, then, being more simple in itself

than the German sch, yet sufficiently near to that as well as to the

French ch, to indicate its power in most cases, and being also an

unusual combination in the European languages, would be free

from the ambiguiey attending the German sch, and not so likely
to mislead readers of different nations.

The corresponding fiat sound to sh, that is, our s in the wnrd

pleasure (or j in French,) may be denoted by zh, as will be

noticed under the letter Z.t

T; TH; TS and TZ; TSH.

The letter T, wheu single, will have its common power. It

will also be used in the three following combinations:
The first of them, th, is always called in foreign grammars

the English TH, aud is now well understood and used by the
nations of Europe, when they wish to express that sharp lisping
sound which it lias in our word thin, thick, &c. and which is

This name in the Russian language (s Mr. Du Ponceau observes) is writ-

ten KRMUJRi1lKa, the fourth letter of which is equivalent to shltsh in English.

We ought. therefore, in strictne-s to write and pronounce it Kamshitshatka;
which, if we follow the Russian letters, vould in spelling be divided thus,
i7am-shishatka; but to miake it more intelligible in En glih, we miight write and
divide thus, Kamsh-chalka. In our proniunciation, however, this is generally
ÇÇ,fteted either into Rans-tshatka, or Kam-tshatka.

t The;e would be a convenience in having these compounded characters,
sh, zh and others, printed in one character, as our sh always used to be; and
if new types are made, it may he wcell to attend to this point. In our own and

other l a. however, no great inconvenience is felt from the use of separate
letters,

rr
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supposed to have been the ancient, as it is the modern, sound of
the Greek theta. The corresponding fat sound (which is heard
in our words, this, that, &c.) should be expressed by dh, as I
have observed under the letter D.

The second is ts; which, being formed of two letters whose
powers may be called invariable, will never be ambiguous.
This will be much preferable to the German Z, which has the
pow er of ts or tz, but which most nations would pronounce
in their own languages as we do in ours, and would there-
fore be misled in the pronunciation of Indian words, where
this letter occurs. Thus, for example, if a Frenchman and an
Englishman should happen to meet with the expression in the
Delaware language, which a German would write n'mizi (I eat)
the former of them would pronounce it n'meezee, and the other,
n'mizi, (sounding the i as in pine,) both of which would be unin.
telligible to an Indian of that tribe ; while the German alone
would pronounce it correctly, as we should write it in our
English manner, n'meetsee.

I have here spoken only of ti as a substitute for the German
x but tz may perhaps be required to express a sligh t modifica-
tion of this fundamental sound, which may probably be observed
in some particular dialects, or in different words of the same
dialect. The acqui,ition of this and numberless other delicate
distinctions of fundamental sounds, which may be perceived in
the various Indian dialects, and the establishing of distinct char-
acters for them, must, if practicable at all, be the result of
long and careful observatiun on the part of those, who may be
called to reside among the different tribes.

The remaining combination, tsh, may be employed to denote
the sound of our ch (in chair, chain, &c.) whicli the French
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would expresss by tek îand the Germans by tsch. It would be

desirable, it is true, to have a character of greater simplicity than

these three letters make, and on that account our ch would be

preferable to tsh; but for the reasons before given (under kh)

it would not be expedient to adopt it. The Russians in their

copious alphabet are fortunate in having a single character to

denote this sound, as we have in our J, for the corresponding

fat one; they would express our ch by -T, which resembles our

h inverted: and if there was as much literary intercourse with the

Russians, as with the Germans and other people of Europe, and

the rest of the proposed alphabet was common to them and other

nations, it might be found advisable to add to it this very usetul

Russian character.

V.
The letter J, whenever it shall be wanted, will have the

usual power. But probably there will not bc much use for it in

many of the Indian dialects, for the reasons given under the

letter F.

W.
This letter has been already considered in the remarks upon

the vowels, at page 330.*

In the Delzar language. (., the Rev. Mr. leckewelder observes.) whcre

the letter W" is placed before a vowel, it soud(1 the same a, iii English; before

a consonant it represents a ichistlel sound. of whic i1 cannot well give "ou an

idea on paper, &c. See his Correspondence icith JIr. Du Pkonceau, p. 50G.

Mr. Du Ponceau, in a letter to mue, says upon this point-" I have analysed

the w!istling W of the Delawares. It is nothing more than our oo consonant,

w or ich, in wel, what. The Delawares pronounce it immediately before a

consonant without an intervening vowel ; which habit enables thcem to do, while

{~ie
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X.
X is altogether unnecessary, as its two common powers may

be expressed by ks and gs ; and if the x itself should be adopted,
it would be quite uncertain, both to ourselves and to readers of
some other nations, which of the two sounds here mentioned was
intended by it; besides which, 'a Spaniard would be in doubt
whether to give it the first of the two sounds here mentioned, or
the guttural one which the x has in his own language; while a

Portugueze would pronounce it like our sh, which is its common

power in his alphabet.

Y.

For the use of this letter, see the remarks upon the vowels,
at page 329.

Z, ZH.

The letter Z, when single, will have the power it has in

French, Englisk and some other languages. In this case, how.

ever, it will be necessary for the Germans and Italians to relin-

quish their peculiar pronunciation of it, and to adopt the sub.

stitutes proposed in the preceding remarks; that is, ts, tz, ds or
dx, as the case may be found to require in the different dialects.

Zh will serve to designate the corresponding fiat sound to

sh ; that is, the sound of the French J, which is equivalent to

our s in the word pleasure.

we cannot, unless practice has made it familiar to us; as it has to me. Take

the word uet, you pronounce it easily; transpose the vowel and write it wite.
a Delaware will pronounce it with the same case when we cannot. Try a
Frenchman at pronouncing this henistich out of Paradise Lost-Hleav'n's last

best gift; he will be as much embarrassed with the ensl, the stb, and the stg,
(which habit makes us pronounce with great rapidity a..d ease) as we are with the

wt of the Delawares."'
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The whole Alphabet. then. of the proposed systematic Or-

thography, thlat is, the basi.s or fundamental characters of it, ivill
be as represented in the followin iTable ; in which the several

characters are arranged according to onr common alphabetical

order, without any attenipt being made to cla8s the sounds ac-

cording to their organic formation; because, useful and necessary
as this would be in a philosophical investigation of the affinities

of those sounds, it would not be attended with any important

advantage in an alphabet, like the present, designed merely for
practical use. When we are searching for a word in a diction-

ary, whether of the Indian or any other language, we naturally

look for the teritten sign in the place where it ought to stand

according to the arrangement of our own alpha bet.
I may here add, what I wish to be distinctly understood,

that, as it never was my plan'to give a universal alphabet on strict
philosophical principles for the use of the learned, but merely a
practical one, to be applied to the Indian languages of North
America, so I have intentionally omitted many sounds, which
occur in the languages of Europe and other parts of the world,
and numerous modifications of greater or less delicacy in some of
the fundamental sounds which have come under my notice.
Among such omitted sounds might be mentioned the various
slight differences (to an unpractised ear often imperceptible) in
the French e and other vowels, depending upon the accent af-
fixed to themn, and about which, indeed, their own writers have
differed, as our own do in respect to the nicer distinctions of
English pronunciation-the French u (German ii, Danish and
Swedish y)-the French eu or oeu (German and Swedish l or
ô, Danish ,z) &c.; to which might be added the Polish I barrée
1 or crossed 1) which, as Mr. Du Ponceau remarks, is found in

îv
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the Caribbee language, and to pronounce which we must place

the tongue as far back as possible on the roof of the mouth and

articulate 1. But to have overcharged the proposed alphabet

with a great many niceties of this kind, (if it had been in my

power to represent them all with exactness) would have had a

tendency to frustrate the very object I had in view ; that is, a

practical system of orthography. In such a system, an approxi-

mation is all that we can expect, and perhaps al that is at present

necessary in our inquiries. If the alphabet here given shall prove

to be sufficiently well adapted to the purpose of denoting what

may be called fundamental sounds of the principal Indian lan-

guages, it will not be difficult hereafter, gradually to make pro-

vision for such signs as experience may suggest, in order to de-

signate all the delicate modifications of speech, which the nicest

ear shall be able to discover in the different dialects. But nee

signs should be introduced with the greatest caution, lest we

should have an alphabet, which will be too cumbrous for use in

writing, and will require a multitude of new types for printing,

these languages. The great danger will be (as Mr. Du Ponceau

has observed to me) that every man, however little qualified,
"will think himself adequate to the task of inventing new char-

acters, and will delight to display himself in that w.ay. These

displays arc used in order to conceal the want of ideas and re-

sources." As in the use of our own language, it is muchi easier

for every tasteless writer to invent new words according to bis

own caprice, in order to serve bis immediate purposes, than

patiently and carefully to select from our present abundant stock

those appropriate terms, which have the sanction of the best

usage; so, in constructing an alphabet for the Indian languages,

it will be found a much shorter method, to devise new and gro.
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tesque characters. than to apply with skill and discrimination

hose ltters whici are already in use either in our own or the

kindred alphabets.

I once thought of adding to the proposed alphabet appropriate

nanes for the letters ; but as this was not strictly within my
origiial plan, and would only be necessary in the instruction of

lpuppils, I relinquished it. TIe names in common use among the
Europeait nations and ourselves will answer sufficiently well,

witLh the exception, perhaps, of such as our G, H, W, and Y;

which might be called by names, that would more immediately

sugst to the learner the respective pouvers of those letters, than

is done by their present denominations ; thus the letter G instead

of being calliedjee, might have the name of;ghee, which Eliot used

to ive it ;* H miglt take the German appellation ha obr hau ;

W might he called wee,† as Eliot also named itL; and Y might he'
called ye or ya. Perhaps, too, some suitable appellations may bu
wanted for the compound characters sh, tsh, &c. to give the
learner some idea of their powers. But, for the reasons above
mentioned, it is not necessary here to enter upon thp consideratioa
of this subject.

I now sul)join in one view the proposed Indian JiIphabet, ia

the following Table ; in which. the first List contains the common

letters of our alphabet, as far as it seeus practicable to adopt
them ; the next contaius the class of nasals ; after these fol.
low the diphthongs; and lastly, a numier of coinpound char-
acters, which wili be of more or less frequent Use in different
dialects.

Indian Gran, p. 3.
t " We c:Ul W (uwee) becauseour name giveth bo hint of the 'power of its

ounid." Indian Gramt. p..
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TABLE 0F THE, ALPHABET.
A as in the English word,%,far,father, &c. (But sce the XAotc on the Votels, p. S7.)l
* as in En ' gish, Frenchi, &c.
* (t he sallie.)
E, as mn the Englisli word theve; and also short e, as in met, &c. g
F as in En-lislh, &c.
G Eîîglish g bard, as in gyaine gofle, &C.
H an aspiration, as in EcEnglishi. &c.
1 as Ini mari ne, machine, (or Englishi ee); and aiso short i in him.
K as in English.
1. (the saie.)
Al (the same.)
IN (the sattie.)
0J English long u, as in robe: an-d also the o in some, among, above, &c. %vhich is

equivalent to the English short u in rub, tun,-&c. (But se the remarks on
this letter, p. 39.)

p as in English, &C.
R (the saine.)
8 as in Engiish at the beginning of a word.

DZ

Tas iin Engi.h, &c.
U English oo, hoth long and shot;Fec u

y nlishr.G ma w, Russian b, Modern Qreek is.
as in English ; French ou.

y as in the English words, yet, you, &c.
as in Engiish, &c.

NASAL9.

A as in an,- (soundinog the a i tself', as in fat her.) But foi a better description of
' this and the other nasals, see the .Note on the XNasals, p. S9.

E long, as in Peng (pronouncin- the ey as in they z) and short, as in the word
g oinseng:P Portuguese emn finnal. (See ,%*ote on the XNasals, p. S9.)

Slong, as in ,MZ: and short as inring i; Portuguese im final. (Sec .Note on the
~ .iVsalsp. $.

0 ton,-. as in oirng (soundinz the oie as ini own ;) French on ; Portuguese oi
final. l'bis character %vill also be used for o short nasali.ed. wvhiclî is vcry
nearlv the saine with on- in aînor.z. as this latter is equivaient to unz in
lun;., &c. Se Wlker's% Diet. Principles, JV0. 165. See also the MVotes
oit the roirel 0, and on the .Mzsels, p. 58, S9.j

U3 as in )ooit-; PorttuguIe7e turn final.
Tu these shoulil he added a character for the nasal airn,- or ong which corres.

ponds to ouroin for, nor, &c. Anzt,as 1 have proposed (in p. 38,) tu denote this
vocal sound, whleumn nt nuysaliised.by air, so it would be mos.t strictlv confoîrmna
hie to My~ plan, to denote the saine vocal sound, when it is nasalised, hv ar or

air. But perhaps the letter a itself, witb, the cedilla (a) rnay he used wvithut

E

ineonvenience for this hroad nasal s..und, andl we mnav stili ini the conîn.oai
vo'vels, reserve the simple a tu denore the sound it las iin the wuîrî father,
and not the sourid of air. For it mav he tound, that the i->t ia-ai
sotind in this Table i, flot commoin n )thUiimiian laitgua-_es '-in wiiclcase i
wvould be be:nt W use tiie simple a for the broad nasal here Mcntionied.

Fk

G'

Hk
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TABLE OF THE ALPHABET CONTINUED.

DIPRTHON S.

English i in pine.

English ow in how, now, &c. and ou in our.

English u in pure; French iou.
yu to be used at the beginning, as in may be in the middle, of words.

ADDITIONAL CONSONANTS.

D, nsH, or Dzn, Enzlish j and dg, in judgýe; French d.

1) Be as in the English words, this, that ; the e of the Modern Greeks.

â6

.u

ns, DZ; TS, TZ, English ts in the proper name Betsy; German and Italian x;

German c before the vowels e and i; Polish .c hefore ail the
vowels ; Russian Tsi. Thesc four compounds being nearly
alike (as Mi r. Du Ponceau justlv observes to mne) the ear of the
writer must direct him which to use, as the respective conso,
nants predominate.

GH, Sec k-h below.

Gz, or Gs,En,gish x in example, exact.

nw, English wh in what, when.
RY, guttural, like the Greek x: Spniish x, g, and j; German ch ; Dutch

gh. I have in the preceding -paper given the preference
to kh for the purpose of expressing this gutturad sound :but
gh pronounced as the Irish do in their name Drogheda, &c,.
may be better in certain cases where this guttural partakes
more of the.fBat sound. , than of the sharp one. k. It nay be
observed. that ;h has heen already used in some of the books
prînted for the use of the indians.

Ks5H, --- 2i

Kw Englishi qu.
L or Li,

NY or NI,

TH

TSHe

T,
Ts,

in complexion ; xu in luxury. The formation of this combi-
nation would be obvious; but as the sound is actually often
used in the- Delaware language, I have thought it. best to
notice it.

as in the English word steelyard; Fren'ch 1 mouillée, Spanish
11, Portuguese lh, Italian gi beforepi.
as in the English proper name Bunyan, and the words onion,
opinion, &c.

in the English word thin.; Greek e.

See ds above. «
.English ch. in chair ; Spanish ch in much; Italian e before

e and i; Gernian tsch; Rus-ian .
as in the Deaware anguage.
as si lpeasure ; Frencli7and Portuguese j, PoU hz> with
a coin ma ov er« it ()

ts, English x in maxim, exercise.
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NOTE ON THE VOWELS.

In considering the severai letters by which the vowel sounds are represented, both
in our own and other languages, it will be perceived, that each of them mray be takei
as representing, not a single sound, hut a spries of sounds, whiclh series will he more or
les extensive according to the genius of different laniguages; and it vill be further ob-
served, that each series gradually runs into the adjoininàg series (if we may so speak)
bv such slight and delicate modifications, that it is a mnatter of io small difficulty, in
mrany cases, to decide ir what part of any one series we should drop the vowel char-
acter with which we be.gn,and take another to continue the sourds of tihe next series;
in other words, it is not easy to determiiine, at what point one series ends and another
hegins. For exanple : if we take the letter a, we mîrav assume the sound which it has
in the word father, as the midiie point of a series, the whole of which. (heginning with
the broad a in fall and cnding with the narrow or slender a infate) we denote in Eng-
lish hy tis one cnaracter, thus : FALL-F.R-FAT-FATE-
aind these are ail the sounds in this, series, which philologists designate in our own lan-
guage bv this une letter. But if we extend our view tu other languages, we shall find
various intermnediate sounds between the two extrenes of this saine series; for exam-
ple, between the sounds of our a in fall and mnfar, we find in the French language, the
á in pdle, mâle. &c. which can only be described, on paper, as a sound hetween our two,
and which is seidom attended to by foreigners in speaking French. Now. if we should
minute!y examine a number of languages, and should endeavour to arrange accurately
in one progression ail the vowel sounds belonging to this series, we should doubtless
di.cover in those languages nany other slight modifications intervening between the
different members of our English series. As, however, we cantnot accuston our cars
familiar-iv to distinguish, nor our organs of speech to utter with precision, ail these
slightl diffeting souids, so we need no distinctive characters to represent thein to the
eye, but it will be sufficient in practice to have characters for the principal sounds (as
we n.ay call them) in cach series ; just as in the prismatic series of colours, ne content
ourselves with a few names to denote one principal shade of each colour, without
fruitlessly attempting to devise terins of theoretical nicetv, to describe the innumera-
ble shades on either side of the principal one fron which we set out.

If we now recur for a moment to the series above denoted by J, we find on one side
of it a series which we denote hy the letter 0, and on the other side, a series which we
denote by the letter E; in the former we begin with the sound of o in mnorn, which miglt
be written with au or ar (or with a ainne, il we had been accustomed to write this word
-with that letter, as we do the word war) and then we proceed to the sound which it has
in more, tili we arrive at that which it has in more ; winch point nay be considered,
practically speaking, as forming the end of one seriesand the beginning of another,
which is represented by the letter U; and these two contiguous exti emes are somretimires
represented by o and sonetines by u, that is, our oo. If we niow take the other side of the
series, represented as above by A, aid set out fron the sound which that letter ias in the
word fate, we enter upon a series, of w-hih the letter E iay he calied the repiesenta-
tive, beginning with its sound in the word met, which is the short sound of a in fate
and this series. proceeding iiiperceptibly through various gradations, at length %aishes
in the simple unequivocal sounrd of ee, which foreign nations denote hv the third vow-
el, i. The following table wili periaps inake these remarks more intelligible:

Series of the letter A
FARt

FALL FAT FT
Seriesof0: FALL FATE Sriesof E:

A-- ORRTERmou-. THEREt

ORE THEsE
MOVa xMARINE, &c.
RULE, &C.

Kk
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Now in writing the Indian languages, t will often be fuund extrenely difficult to dc-
cide in each series of the vowel soundsl to ' hat extenit on each side of the pr incipal or mid-
dIle point (a, I have called it) we >hall use the sane vowel character, or when we shall
have recourse to the letter whieh is the representative of the next adjacent series.

From these consierations in the case of the vowel .1, though we have no difficulty
in uding it totdenote the sound of a in far, yet when wve proceed in the series to the fuli
broad sound which t has in fail. we f ee a repugnance ,arising from old habits in our
own anguage) to denoting that Sound by the single vI)el, and are rather inclineil to
exp*e' it h au or air. If it Iiould he thought that it night be denoted by o (as in for)
it %Ill! he obviou, that thus would onlv be throwing the same difficulty into another se-
ries, and we should then h>ave to decide again,how far the letter o shal be employed in
that series. on each side-of its principal sound of o in more. Now this broad sound (au)
though found m the European languages. is not commnonlv represented in them by the
Ietter .1 and tiierefore foreigners. who should attempt to read any Indian language, in
which the -imple a was eniployed tod-note the sound aur, wouldl nevitably beneled,
and pronounce the a in father. It has therefore seemed to me better, in an alphabet de-
signed for gieneral use, to enploy au- to denote this broad sound, and to reserve the
singleter a to denote its common foreign sounid, as infalher. I should use air and
not au. heeaue the lattér has already the establbhedl pt-r of a diphthongIn the foreign
lanuage.equivalent to our diphthong oue in nur, hour, &c. but air, being a combination
not tr comoin' ue. woubl attract the attention ot.fthe foreign reader as a new charac-
ter, a-nd would not lpal hiniinto error. NIr. )u Ponceau, after nuch retlection, pre-
fers using a alone for the sound of air, and then denoting the sound of a in father by
the diphthong m. His opinion much dimninisheà the confitdence I have had in my own ;
but as my plan was founded upon the idea of taking the common European sounds of the

as the basis of the alphabet, I have thought it would be too great a departure
from it. if I should give tothe vowel a an, -other than such common sound.

It will he observed, that I have emploved 4he letter O as the representative oftwo
snunds ; that i-e, the long sound of o in robe, tone, &c. and the short sound of u (a% we
term it i English) in rub, tun, &c.; which latter sounl, as appears in the Iable,
we often denote in English by o also: as in the words amnmg, abre, &c. In confor-
nity with tvis use o the simple character o, I have, in the Table of Nasais, emploved
the same letter also with a cedilla ( ) to denote both the long nasal oreng (French on)
and the short nasal which we hear in among, hunger, &c. Those persons. who bave
not had occasion to analy.e the sounds of our lannuage and to remark how often we
represent the saine soumms hy ditierent characters,and esLce wrrsd, are not aware how apt
the car us to lbe mied by the eve or, in other wordshow apt we are to judge of vocal
soun is by thc written characters which we are accustomed to employ in representing
then: and suclh personq may, perhaps, from the force ut habit, teel a littie repu5nance to
denotmng by the snle letter 0, two sounds which, in our own langua2e, we have been
used to consider as esenitially different from each other and to express. in general, by
the two different characters o and u. A carefui comparison, however, of these two
vowel sounis. under various combinations of the consonantm, will show that they do not
diffir s naterially as our various modes of representmng then might lead us to sup
P-e : but on the contrarv, that their principal diffierence us ini their leigth or guantity;
Mnie n respect to qualt y, the diflerence hetween then (ito apply the languag-e of another
science) nay be ainost sauid to be less than any assignnte one, and therefore they may
%cli enough he denoted by the "ame letter. In addition to the proof we have of
this close resemuublance, from an examination of our own language, we see also very!trongl evidence of it in the case of foreigners when attempting to speak our languae;
for they coni-tantly express our short u hy o ; as for example, un our word but, which
they would write bLt, and would pronounce bute. If, however, any person, who may

IC,
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wish to"adopt the proposed Indian alphabet, should still feel a reluctance in emploving
the letter o (even with a distinctive mark as nerîtioned iii pp. 1-.-1a) for the pur pone
of denoting this short sound of u, i know of no method of obviating the difficulty (con-
sistently with the plan of the alphatbet) except by having recourse to a new character;
and in that case 1 have thought that it might be formed from the same letter o, by
mraking a sm.Il opening in the upper part of it in this manner, 0. This character
wnuld sufficiently resem ble both o and u to be easily retained in the memory, and
would, moreover, occasion no enbarrassment in printing the Indian languages ; for
those printers, who may not be provided with types expressly made for the purpose,
might easily form this character out of a commnen type, by nerelv cutting out a snall
portion of an o (thus, o) which would answer the purpose. The onlv objection to this
would be the general one, the inconvenience of multiplying new ch-ai-acter; upon
-which point I have mnade sone remarks iii page S3 of this Essay. For further remaks ,
on the subject of the letter O see Walker's ictionary, Principles. No. 67 and 165.

The .vasals. The description of the %Vasals, in the preceding Table, by the syl-
lables ang, een, &c. is to be considered merely as a rude approximation to their true
sounds. Those persons who are acquainted with the French language wili need no
description of them ; those who arc not, may possibly have a more just conception of
thein by carefully attending to a class of English words, in which the nasal is followed
bv the consonants g, or k, or c hard ; as in linger, thinking, uncle, &c. If we divide
one of these words a littie differently from our usual method ofspelling then, the truc
nasal sound will become distinctly perceptible. The word linger, for examaple, is usu-
ally divided into two syllables. the sounds of which we should express separately, thus
ling-ger ;now in pronouncing the word in that nanner, as soon as we arrive at the
end of the first syllable, the tongue is perceived to touch the roof of the mouth. and
we then distinctly hear the sound of our English ng : But if, instead of thus fully pro-
nouncing the whole of the syllable, we prolong the indistinct sound which is formed
the monent before the g is uttered, and do not allow the tongue to touch the roof of
the mouth, we shail have the short nasal sound i in the Table ; and -if we go through

the same process again, only giving the vowel i its long foreign sound (like our ee)
we shall have the long nasal sound of the saine character i. And in a similar manner

ve may form the nther nasal sounds in the Table. For further observations on the
nasal sounds, see Walker's Dictionary, under the word Encore, and also his Princi-
ples, No. 381 and 408.

In connexion with the subject of the nasals it will not be uninteresting to refer
to a curious remark of an ancient writer upon the subject of the letter NV he-
foie G or C. in the Latin language. The remark is to be found in .dulus Gellius
(lib. xix. c. 14.) who cites it from Nigidius; and itshows very clearly the Roman.pro-
nunciati -n of the letters ng together, while at the sane time it indicates, that the letter
c (neing pronounced like k) when precedert by n coalesces with the njust as g does ; as
is the case wvith c liard in nany English words :-- Inter literam V et G est alia vis ;
ut ln nomine anguis et angaria et ancore et increpat. et incurrit et ingenuus. ln
omnibus enim hi,, non rerumt X, sed adulterinum ponitur; nan non esse lingua
indicio ests; nam, si ca litera esset, lingua palatum tangeret."

CORRECTION.
After the 27th and 28th pages were printed, Mr. Du Ponceau expressed some

douhts respecting the Russian orthography of the word Kaitshatka, which lie gave
me from recollection only ; and I now find, upon inquiry of a Russian gentleman in
Boston. that the naine is written in that language KaM LaIlIka, which would
be in Enlish Kamnchatka or Kamtshatka.
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Account of Father Râle's MS. Indian Dictionary.

I have thought it would not be uninterestin. and might be of some use, to give

in thiç place a short bibliographical account of the valuable Manuscript Dictionary

of the .bnaki language mentioned in p. l of the preceding paper. The author

of it, Father Sebastian Râle (or Rasles, for the naine is written both ways) was

one of the Jesuit Missionaries, and came to New England in the vear 1689. Ie

resided with the Indians principally at a settlenent called 'iorridgwock (which he

calls Xanrantsouak) on the river Aennebeck, upwards of thirty years, and was

killed in a battle between the Indians and English in 174. A short but interest-

ing memoir of this able missionarv was lately published by the Rev. Thaldeus M.

Harris, D.D. in the Massachusetts Historical Collections, vol. viii. Second Series, p.

250. In the sanie volume will bc found copies of some of his letters, with other papers

respccting him, which I transcribed from the originals depositcd in the archives of

Massachusetts ; among them is a very spirited manifesto, in French, fron various

tribes of Eastern Indians against the Provincial Government of Massachusetts,

probablyi written by Rdle hiimself. Other letters of his, and an account of his death,

%ill be found in that valuable work, well known among the learned, under the

title of Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses (published in 26 volumes, l2mo.) which

contains Letters or Reports of the Jetsuit Missionaries mn various parts of the world:

See rol. vi. p. 127.

The MS. is a quarto volume and in the hand-writing of Rôle himself. On the

first leaf is the following note

" 1691. Il y a un an que je suis parmi les sauvages, je commence a mettre en

ordre en forme de dictionaire les mots que j'apprens." Immediately below this

there is, in an old hand-writing, the following:
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"Taken after the fight at Norridgwock among Father Ralle's Papers, and given
by the late Col. Heath to Elisha Cooke, Esq.

Dictionary of the Norridgewalk Language."

The volume consists of two parts, the first of which is a general Dictionary

of the language in French and Indian. This part consists of 205 leaves (as they

are numbered) about one qu:rter part of which have writing upon both sides, and

the remainder, upon one side onlv. The pages are divided, though not with

regularity throughout, into two columns ; the first of French, and the second of

Indian, containing each about twenty five lines. The second part of the volume

consists of twenty five leaves, almost ail written upon both sides, and has this

Latin title-" Particule." In this part the Indian words are placed first, and

the author gives an account of the particles, making his explanations soinetimes

in French and sometimes in Latin.

From a comparison which I have made of several words of the language now

sp'ken by the Penobscot Indians (as we cali them) who, at the present time,

oecupy a small territory on the river Penobscot, it appears to be, as we should

naturally expect, exactly the same with that of Râle's Dictionary. A few years

ago one page of this Dictionarv, containing the Indian numerals, was published in

our Massachusetts Historical Collections, vol. x. p. 137; but a verv natural mis-

take, either of the printer or of the transcriber, runs through this extract, in con-
stantly printing aà instead of ali. Tiis error probably arose from the uncommon

use of the dioresis, which is here put over a consonant (N) instead of a vowel as

is the practice in other languages. Rîle seems to have used the dizresis thus, in

order to point out when the letters an were not to have the nasal sound whicht

they had in thie Frencn language.
So copious a dictionary, compiled a century ago by a man of acknowledged

abilities and learning, and who had resided more than thirty years among the
Indians, is one of the most important documents now existing, relative to the
history of the North American languages; and measures ought to be taken with-

out loss of time, either under the direction of the University or of the American
Academy, to effect the publication of it, before any accident happens to the manu-

script. The Legislatrre of our own State would, without doubt, be fully sensible

of the importance of publishing it, and would lend its aid in making provision for

the expense of printing in a manner becoming the Government, a work which
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the public has a peculiar right to expect from the State of Massachusetts. Our
brethren in Pennsylvania have recently distinguished themselves by their valua-
ble publications relative to the Indians, which I have·mentioned in the preceding
paper, and which may be said to form an era in our -qnerican Researches. It is
to be hoped that our own State, which may justly claim the merit of having
already preserved many invaluable materials for American history, will not be
willing to let pass an opportunity, like the present. of adding to its reputatiorn
abroad by publishing the work in question; for we inay be assured, that nothing
vould-reflectinore hon'ur upon the country, and nothing relative to this conti-
nent would be more acceptable to Europeans, particularly the Gerinan literati.
than the publication of such an original document.

POSTCRIPT.

Page 4. Thefrst fruits of these inquiries." &c.
I have unintentionally overlooked the useful work of the late Dr. Barton,

entitled" *ec Views of the Indian Tribes," &c. of *which two editioùs have been
already published, and which it was' the autho>r's intention to have rendered still
more valuable by an entire revision of it.
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